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Summary

P. Singh [2]claimed to have "disproved" Narain's [1] necessary condition for
without replacement sampling to have smaller variance than with replacement
sampling, This note shows that his claim is false.
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Narain [1] has shown that a necessary condition for without replace
ment sampling to have smaller variance than with replacement sampling
is given by

^ 7t, Ttj for all I 9^ 7 = 1 M. (1)

Here (= npi) and tc,; denote the first order and second order inclusion
probabilities in without replacement sampling, Pi is the selection pro
bability associated with the zth propulation unit (/ = 1 JV) and n
is the sample size. The meaning of Narain's result is that if the variance
of estimated total Ywit in without replacement sampling is smaller than

the variance of estimated total in with replacement sampling for all

y = iyi then (1) holds.
P. Singh [2] claims to have disproved this result by constructing a

particular design under which var (r^Jr) < var {¥„,) for one pai^cular
y and at the same time condition (I) is violated for at least one pair of
units (/,y), Singh's example, however, in no way contradicts Narain's
result since the latter result requires var (3^„(t) ^ var (Vur) for all y. To
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disprove Narain's result, Singh will have to show analytically that his
particnlar design gives var (ywjr) < var (r«„) for ally, which is obviously
impossible.
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